Member profile

CORE BUSINESS

HISTORY

Century Yuasa is Australia’s oldest and most recognised battery
manufacturer with a proud heritage spanning two centuries.
An affiliate of the GS Yuasa Corporation, Century has access to
some of the most advanced technical and R&D resources
available in the battery industry.
Century Yuasa is dedicated to caring for the environment and
believe that scrap batteries should be recycled and disposed
of responsibly. Their commitment to sustainability through their
Used Lead Acid Battery (ULAB) program has seen Century
achieve the prestigious SAI Global ISO14001 accreditation, an
international standard requiring a structured approach to
environmental protection and responsibility.

Century Yuasa is one of the only Australian made battery
manufacturers, their history of manufacturing in Australia began
in 1928 with the Century brand - a household name with
Australia’s and New Zealand’s motoring public. They have
been at the forefront of battery manufacturing and design,
with a reputation for quality and innovation that has been
refined and demonstrated over many decades.

COMMITMENT TO SUSTAINABILITY
COMMITMENT TO RECYCLING
Century Yuasa’s national battery
recycling scheme provides
motorists, homeowners and
businesses with a network of
outlets and resources to recycle
used batteries responsibly.
Century has a dedicated website where motorists,
homeowners and businesses can find their nearest Century
Yuasa Battery Recycling Centre. The site features over 800
approved recycling sites, ensuring coverage across metro and
regional Australia and providing information and advice on all
aspects of battery recycling. www.recyclemybattery.com.au.

The Century Yuasa Recycling Process

In addition to the recycling program Century Yuasa’s is
committed to making the planet a greener place for future
generations when manufacturing and distributing batteries.
In 2017 Century Yuasa partnered with Cleanaway to explore a
nationwide packaging solution to move from polystyrene to
recycled material. Century now uses 100% recycled packaging
material in its battery distribution throughout the Century Yuasa
network.

In Century Yuasa’s battery manufacturing process all lead
waste is recycled this includes any items such as gloves
containment with lead. The waste lead, along with ULAB’s, is
recycled into lead alloys which Century then buys back from
the recycler and is used in new products.

WHY DOES CENTURY YUASA VALUE
BEING AN ABRI MEMBER?
Century Yuasa values the relationship with ABRI to ensure they
are at the forefront of Australia’s battery recycling initiatives.
Century relies on ABRI to provide the latest information on
regulations and best practice guidelines battery collection and
recycling.

CORPORATE PROFILE
Website

Phone

1300 650 702

Ownership

Century Yuasa is an affiliate of GS Yuasa
Corporation, one of the world’s largest battery
manufacturers with affiliates in 19 countries.

www,cyb.com.au

ABRI’S VISION

ABRI MEMBERS

ABRI’s vision is to achieve battery stewardship in Australia
by:

ABRI members represent the spectrum of players in the
battery life-cycle, including manufacturers, importers,
energy storage providers, retailers, recyclers, government
agencies, and non-profit organizations.





Advocating for a national battery recycling scheme,
Developing and promoting best practices for battery
collection and recycling, and
Creating opportunities for information exchange,
collaboration, and policy development.

It is this diverse membership that is our strength in that it
provides us with a broad perspective on the challenges
and opportunities facing battery stewardship in Australia.

AT THE FORFRONT

INDUSTRY VOICE

ABRI is at the forefront of industry research and
development in Australia and internationally. In addition to
having a strong membership base in Australia, ABRI is
connected to key players in Europe and the US, enabling
us to stay current with the latest policy and best practices.

ABRI is regularly in conversation with industry stakeholders,
as well as local, state and federal government, to increase
awareness of the industry’s concerns and to pursue
proactive realistic solutions for improved recovery. We
provide input both at the strategic level for creating a
national scheme for recycling batteries and at the tactical
level in designing best practices for battery collection and
recycling.

Our membership is pursuing innovative solutions to battery
stewardship, including scheme design, packaging options,
best practice guidelines, and analysis of emerging sectors
such as fire safety and energy storage.

Together, we influence policy, participate in research, and
facilitate trials to ensure that battery handling and recovery
options are safe, efficient and business friendly

ABRI MEMBERS

JOIN US TODAY!
For more information about how to become a member, go to: www.batteryrecycling.org.au

